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$1595
Science Fiction
Age 16+
224 PAGES
CMX 64202G

ISBN: 1-58664-892-6
EAN:  978158664892351595

$1595
Science Fiction
Age 16+
224 PAGES
CMX 64203G

ISBN: 1-58664-893-4
EAN:  978158664893051595

During the second semester, aliens keep dropping from the sky, and they’re
getting more ferocious with every wave! Where are they coming from, and
why does the school depend on sixth grade girls to fight the vicious beasts?

• “Funny, shocking, and totally unique”
– Anime Insider

• “Has a very unique flair rivaled by no other”
– AnimeNewsNetwork.com

• “Surprisingly cute and creepy”
- Newtype USA Magazine

Yuri’s friends try to protect her from the
sinister secret agenda behind the Alien
Party’s mission. But how can three sixth
graders possibly withstand the daily
threat of alien invasion and manage to
keep up with their homework?

• “Good weird fun”
– Comics Buyer’s Guide

A chilling sci-fi epic! Sixth grader Yuri has been elected to the Alien Party, a
team of roller blading middle schoolers who are tasked with catching the
disgusting aliens that are constantly invading the school. Making matters
worse, she has to wear a creepy symbiotic alien called a Borg to get the
job done…GROSS!

• By Hitoshi Tomizawa, best-selling manga creator of
Treasure Hunter

• “One of the most unique series to come along in a while”
- AnimeNewsNetwork.com

• “Marvelous psychological drama”
– MangaManiacs.org

$1595
Science Fiction
Age 16+
224 PAGES
CMX 64201G

ISBN: 1-58664-891-8
EAN:  978158664891651595

All volumes 5.25" (w) x 7.5" (h)

ALIEN NINE 3

ALIEN NINE 2

ALIEN NINE 1

$999
Science Fiction
Age 16+
240 PAGES
CMX 65004G

ISBN: 1-58664-924-8
EAN:  978158664924150999

The girls are now in Junior High…but are they
really prepared for the challenges that await them?
Each of their bodies has been radically altered by
their alien Borg symbiotes, and there's a new girl
in town who is hosting an entirely different kind of
alien. Is she a new ally, or will she be the Earth's
latest threat?

• “Memorable and original”
– AnimeFringe.com

ALIEN NINE: EMULATORS

$3995
Science Fiction
Age 16+
Books: 224 PAGES each
DVD:100 MINUTES
CMX 64210BX

ISBN: 1-58664-908-6
EAN:  978158664908155999

A unique box set collecting the first three Alien Nine volumes with the
hit anime DVD.

DVD Features: Art & Sketch Gallery, Behind-the-Scenes Video, Alien
Nine Japanese Promos, Interview with Executive Producer Taro Maki,
Manga Preview, Alien Nine Trailers

Graphic Novel Features: Interview with Author/Artist Hitoshi Tomizawa,
Character Profiles

ALIEN NINE ULTIMATE COLLECTION



$999
Romance
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 62801MM

ISBN: 1-58664-900-0
EAN:  978158664900550999

A classic romance by the master of shoujo manga! Naoka's life isn't going so
well. She was turned down by the prestigious high school that she wanted to
attend, and she feels like nothing is going right for her. To cheer herself up,
she visits an aquarium where she finds beauty, serenity…and romance.

• Story and art by Tomoko Taniguchi, creator of Call Me Princess

• “Intriguing, powerful, and thought-provoking”
- SequentialTart.com

• “A must-buy for any hopeless romantic or shoujo fan”
– TokidokiJournal.com

A creepy sci-fi comedy set in a high-tech world! Teenaged Boris discovers that
his classmate, the enigmatic Yuri Angel, has created an amazing robot that
looks just like him! Intrigued by this, Boris decides to impersonate the robot to
discover Yuri’s motivation for creating the mechanoid. But what he discovers
next is truly shocking!

• Story and art by Sook Ji Hwang

• Comedy, romance and robots…perfect for fans of Chobits

$999
Science Fiction
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 69001M

ISBN: 1-57800-702-X
EAN:  978157800702850999

Available Summer 2006

AQUARIUM

ANGEL SHOP 1

$999
Science Fiction
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 65401G

ISBN: 1-58664-909-4
EAN:  978158664909850999

A galaxy-spanning science fiction epic! He-Sung has recurring dreams of
the Earth’s destruction by alien invaders. At first, he writes his nightmares
off as the stuff of fantasy, except that little by little, elements from his
dreams begin creeping into his waking life. Is he going insane, or have his
dreams been premonitions of a disaster to come?  In these dreams, he is a
motorcycle-riding warrior, the last defense against the alien armada!

• A science fiction epic by Hyun Se Lee, Korea’s most prolific 
Manhwa creator 

$999
Science Fiction
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 65402G

ISBN: 1-58664-943-4
EAN:  978158664943250999

He-Sung must determine why he’s the target of 
mysterious alien assassins and what role he’ll play in the
upcoming galactic battle. His only ally is the mysterious 
transfer student Mari Jang, who seems to possess 
otherworldly powers. Together, they are Earth’s only defense
against the mysterious invaders!

• Released as a theatrical animated feature in Korea

ARMAGEDDON 2

ARMAGEDDON 1

THE BOY WHO WANTED TO BE A BEAR

Price: TBD
Family
All Ages
36 PAGES
CP 41201

ISBN: 1-57800-703-X

Available Fall 2006

A beautifully illustrated, full-color fable! When a hunter's son is
raised by polar bears in the Arctic wild, the natural order of the
Frozen North is cast into jeopardy. As the boy matures, he must
choose between his adopted family and his human roots.

• This story, written by Stephane Frattini,
is a faithful adaptation of Jannik Hastrup's 
award-winning animated film, The Boy Who 
Wanted to be a Bear.



$999
Romantic Comedy
Age 3+
192 PAGES
CMX 61601MM

ISBN: 1-58664-898-5
EAN:  978158664898550999

A classic romance by the master of shoujo manga! Mako dreams of being swept off
her feet by a handsome prince. She wants to forget about her high school trials and 
tribulations…but mostly she just wants someone to love her and call her princess.

• Story and art by Tomoko Taniguchi

• “Starry-eyed romance”
- Friends of Lulu (advocates for Women in Comics)

CALL ME PRINCESS

$1595
Erotic Science Fiction
Age 16+
96 PAGES
CMX 06061

ISBN: 1-56219-907-2
EAN:  978156219907451595

All volumes 6.625" (w) x 10.187" (h)

A sci-fi masterpiece with gorgeous maidens, high-tech spacesuits and a compelling story! Earth has been decimated
by a race of robotic soldiers, and the remnants of the human race are scattered across the planet. Carol, Shiori and
Vic are three survivors who vow to battle the robots until their dying breaths.  Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by fan-favorite Satoshi Urushihara

• “A definite treat”
- MangaManiacs.org

CHIRALITY 1

$1595
Erotic Science Fiction
Age 16+
112 PAGES
CMX 06062

ISBN: 1-56219-909-9
EAN:  978156219909851595

Introducing Bart, a mysterious stranger from Patty’s
past who wants to rekindle old flames, and Adam,
Carol’s counterpart who was also created by Mother.
Possessing the same shape-changing abilities as
Carol, Adam becomes the group’s deadliest rival as he
seeks to kill them all for taking Carol away from him.
Suggested for mature readers.

• “Well worth checking out”
- Amazon.com

CHIRALITY 2

Continuing the adventures of Carol, Shiori, Patty, Shizuma, and
Vic as they travel to Alaska to defeat the super-computer, GAIA.
Includes the first all-out battle with Carol’s male counterpart,
Adam!  
Suggested for mature readers.

• Includes a bonus pin-up gallery by some of today’s 
hottest artists including Brian Stelfreeze, Stan Sakai,
Michael Oeming, and Kevin Lau

$1595
Erotic Science Fiction
Age 16+
128 PAGES
CMX 06063

ISBN: 1-56219-918-8
EAN:  978156219918051595

CHIRALITY 3

$1595
Erotic Science Fiction
Age 16+
208 PAGES
CMX 06064

ISBN: 1-56219-931-5
EAN:  978156219931951595

In the final installment of this engaging sci-fi epic, our
war-ravaged heroes finally penetrate the super-
computer, GAIA. With the help of some new friends,
they make a last stand against their android 
enemies…with the future of mankind at stake!
Suggested for mature readers.

CHIRALITY 4



$999
Comedy
Age 13+
168 PAGES
CMX 65301G

ISBN: 1-58664-918-3
EAN:  978158664918050999

An uproarious collection of short stories by a roster of 
talented artists! Can our heroes, a group of manga artists,
churn out their comics before the big festival? Will they
ever have a hit? And more importantly, can they keep
from fighting each other when they should be drawing? 

• “Funny, interesting and different”
- Animefringe Online Magazine

COMIC PARTY 1: PARTY TIME!

$999
Comedy
Age 13+
168 PAGES
CMX 65302G

ISBN: 1-58664-919-1
EAN:  978158664919750999

The Comic Party is in full swing! Pages are being drawn,
scripts are being edited…and cosplay costumes are
being sewn together! How far will these young artists go
to make sure they finish their comics by their deadlines?
Will they ever achieve mainstream success? Do they
even want to?

• “Pure gold”
- ComicReaders.com

COMIC PARTY 2: ANOTHER ROUND

$999
Comedy
Age 13+
168 PAGES
CMX 65303G

ISBN: 1-58664-920-5
EAN:  978158664920350999

Manga is life for this gang of hard-core artists who slave
away to create the very best doujinshi that they can.
Which book will be the best-seller?  Will the printer deliver
the books on time? Could the cosplay costumes be any
more revealing? And what's with those creepy otaku in the
corner, anyway?

• “Fun and educational”
- AnimeOnDVD.com

COMIC PARTY 3: LAST CALL

A raunchy, ribald comedy that charms and delights! After losing her rent
money, Yu Mi must find a place to stay or she will be forced to return to
her home in the country. Can she convince Young Ho, a college 
student, to allow her to stay at his place until she gets on her feet? 

• By Jae Sung Park & Sung Jae Park

• “A fun and cute manhwa”
– SequentialTart.com 

$999
Comedy
Age 16+
192 PAGES
CMX 65901G

ISBN: 1-58664-951-5
EAN:  978158664951750999

COUPLE 1

$999
Comedy
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 65902G

ISBN: 1-58664-952-3
EAN:  978158664952450999

Ever since the sweet and innocent country girl Yu Mi
moved in with him, Young Ho's life has been a swirling
mass of conflicting emotions. Are they just friends?
Are they like brother and sister? Could their relation-
ship turn into something else? The answers to these
(and other) questions will probably remain 
unanswered in this laugh out loud hilarious saga of
the most mismatched couple in Seoul.

• “A true gem”
– AnimeOnDVD.com

COUPLE 2



$999
Comedy
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 65903G

ISBN: 1-58664-953-1
EAN:  978158664953150999

Young Ho's infatuation with the blonde girl down the hall is making 
Yu Mi jealous. The wealthy guy who takes Yu Mi for a ride in his flashy
car has Young Ho green with envy. Then there's the flirty girl Young Ho
meets at a hook-up party that irks Yu Mi no end. Not to mention Yu Mi's
unbelievably hunky date who makes Young Ho squid-chomping mad.
These developments (and others!) lead to a sexual tension that you
could cut with a chainsaw!

COUPLE 3

$999
Comedy
Age 16+
168 PAGES
CMX 65904G

ISBN: 1-57800-705-4
EAN: 978157800705950999

Available Spring 2006

Young Ho and Yu Mi share their first kiss while camping, but when things
are about to get serious, their perverted and highly annoying neighbor
Moon Ki shows up and interrupts the fun! It’s a testosterone-fueled 
conclusion that’ll change the way you think about the opposite sex!

• “One of the best titles I’ve read this year…A must-read”
–  JapanHero.com

COUPLE 4

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 62301MM

ISBN: 1-58664-899-3
EAN:  978158664899250999

An epic fantasy set in a mystical realm! Dark is a young man destined
for great things. He's next in line to be the magical guardian of his coun-
try, but before he can assume that responsibility, he'll have to confront
demons, angels, friends and his own insecurities.

• Story and art by Kia Asamiya, creator of Steam Detectives
and Silent Mobius

• “This has to be the best manga ever”
– AnimeFromJapan.com

DARK ANGEL 1

Dark must face three great challenges that will confirm him as a Phantom Saint: A skilled human martial arts 
opponent, a magical demon, and a rite of passage in the Underworld.

• Kia Asamiya was the artist 
for Uncanny X-Men, Batman: 
Child of Dreams and the 
Star Wars Episode 1 manga 
adaptation

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
224 PAGES
CMX 62302MM

ISBN: 1-58664-926-4
EAN:  978158664926550999

DARK ANGEL 2

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
176 PAGES
CMX 62903MM

ISBN: 1-58664-927-2
EAN:  978158664927250999

The gorgeous and deadly Nie, the Black Dragon, is
consumed with jealousy when Leen becomes a
Phantom Saint, and now conspires to murder her and
take her kingdom! All-out action from cover to cover!

• “Asamiya has truly done an amazing job”
– SequentialTart.com

DARK ANGEL 3



$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 62904MM

ISBN: 1-58664-942-6
EAN:  978158664942550999

As Dark inches closer to his destiny as the Phantom
Saint of The Red Phoenix, the stakes are raised when
he gets lost in an immeasurable desert. What 
mysteries await him in this hostile land, and what new
enemies will strike now that he is at his weakest?

• “Kia Asamiya is the Picasso of Japan”
– Wizard Magazine

DARK ANGEL 4

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
208 PAGES
CMX 62905MM

ISBN: 1-58664-978-7
EAN: 978158664978450999

Dark has been sidetracked from his enigmatic quest to 
rescue his fairy companion, Kyo, and retrieve his sword
from the evil forces of Gairana. Can Dark focus his strength
and skills to overcome this deadly threat? Will he fulfill his
ultimate destiny?

• The action-packed conclusion!

DARK ANGEL 5

DARK ANGEL BOOK 1

208 PAGES
CMX 06231

ISBN: 1-56219-927-7
EAN:  978156219927251595

DARK ANGEL BOOK 3

176 PAGES
CMX 06233

ISBN: 1-56219-944-7
EAN:  978156219944951595

All volumes are also available in trade size (6.625" x 10.25") at $15.95 while supplies last!

DARK ANGEL BOOK 2

160 PAGES
CMX 06232

ISBN: 1-56219-938-2
EAN:  978156219938851595

DARK ANGEL BOOK 4

224 PAGES
CMX 62304G

ISBN: 1-58664-854-3
EAN:  978158664854151595

DARK ANGEL BOOK 5

224 PAGES
CMX 62305G

ISBN: 1-58664-855-1
EAN:  978158664855851595

$799
Children
Age 3+
36 PAGES
CP72801

ISBN: 1-58664-966-3
EAN:  978158664966150799

10" (w) x 8" (h)

A heartwarming book based on the award-winning animation! Once
upon a time, a little doggy poo lived by the side of the road. He felt all
alone, and that he had no purpose in the world. If only Doggy Poo had
a reason for being, then he wouldn’t give up his dream of being useful
to the world.

DOGGY POO

Doggy Poo DVDs and Soundtrack
available at DoggyPooWorld.com



$999
Comedy
Age 13+
176 PAGES
CMX 65201G

ISBN: 1-58664-931-0
EAN:  978158664931950999

The ultimate body-swapping comedy! Reiichi is the quintessential nerd;
the classic ugly duckling who gets no respect from his family and class-
mates. After a freak car accident (and a magical spell cast by a wizard
who looks like a dog!), Reiichi finds himself transformed into a tall and
handsome young man! This miraculous metamorphosis is a dream
come true…or is it?

• A body-swapping comedy by Ai Morinaga

• “A sleeper hit”
– AnimeOnDVD.com

DUCK PRINCE 1: TRANSFORMATION

Reiichi thought that looks were everything, but now that he’s handsome he
has more problems than ever! He can’t get close to the girl he loves or his
spell will be reversed, and his only friend is a hundred-year-old wizard who is
trapped in the body of a dog!

• “They say love hurts, and nothing proves it as comically 
as Duck Prince”

- Newtype USA

$999
Comedy
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 65202G

ISBN: 1-58664-932-9
EAN: 978158664932650999

DUCK PRINCE 2: DILEMMA

$999
Comedy
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 65203G

ISBN: 1-58664-933-7
EAN:  978158664933350999

Things gets worse for Reiichi when the girl he’s always loved
takes a shine to an ugly transfer student…That’s right, she
has no use for the now beautiful Reiichi! He’s also caught in
a battle between two bumbling sorcerers, and his horny older
sister seems to have the hots for him. What could go wrong
next?

• “Has charm, class, and humor to make it stand 
up above the other shoujo titles”

– PhantasmagoriaOnline.com

DUCK PRINCE 3: REINCARNATION

$999
Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 65204G

ISBN: 1-57800-704-6
EAN: 9785780070425099

Available Summer 2006

The ultimate body-swapping comedy continues as Reiichi
takes a job in a bathhouse in order to make ends meet and
to get closer to naked chicks. However, his lack of romantic
experience becomes immediately obvious, and before he
knows it he’s once again completely unpopular with the
ladies!

• “Definitely worth a read”
- UnderlandOnline.com

DUCK PRINCE 4: GROWING PAINS

$999
Supernatural
Age 16+
240 PAGES
CMX 100001G

ISBN: 1-57800-728-3
EAN: 978157800728850999

Available Summer 2006

A fast-paced supernatural adventure! When the vampire
Angela's only friend begins to wither and die, her only hope
of saving him is to collect a series of 13 mystical amulets.
However, she'll have to go through a series of rough &
tumble supernatural characters if she's to succeed.

• Story and art by Suzushi Katsuragi

DYSTOPIA



$999
Romance
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66501G

ISBN: 1-58664-970-1
EAN:  978158664970850999

A romantic comedy for the new millennium! Alley Ji is an aspiring screenwriter determined to make it big.
Ryder Bay is a world famous actor that is always the center of media scrutiny. When Ryder buys the
house that Alley is currently living in, these two very different people find themselves dealing with each
other’s seemingly incompatible idiosyncrasies, as well as an undeniable attraction to one another. Forced
to live in the same house together, Alley and Ryder might turn out to be a very happy couple…if they don’t
kill each other first!

• Story and art by Soo Yon Won

• “A fun title and a good read”
– AnimeOnDVD.com

A unique sci-fi fantasy in the tradition of Heavy Metal 
magazine! Civil war has broken out on the planet Sodom, and
the only way to survive is by using the mecha left behind by a
mysterious alien race. Can the two sides find common ground
in their humanity, or will they annihilate each other? 

• Story and art by Yoshihisa Tagami, creator of
Grey: Digital Target

• “Tagami has a very unique sense of artistry”
– Rpg.net

$1595
Science Fiction
Age 13+
240 PAGES
CMX 61801G

ISBN: 1-56219-936-6
EAN:  978156219936451595

5.625" (w) x 8.125" (h)

FULL HOUSE 1: INCOMPATIBLE

FRONTIER LINE

$999
Romance
Age 13+
208 PAGES
CMX 66502G

ISBN: 1-58664-971-X
EAN:  978158664971550999

Alley must now pretend to be Ryder’s fiancée in order to save her
home, and from the way they act when they’re around each other,
people might think they’ve been married for years! But when Alley’s
former boyfriend shows up, hidden emotions rise to the surface and
force Alley and Ryder to think about their true feelings for each other.

• Inspiration for the hit new Korean television series

FULL HOUSE 2: CHARADE

$999
Romance
Age 13+
208 PAGES
CMX 66503G

ISBN: 1-58664-972-8
EAN:  978158664972250999

Just when things were becoming more civil between Alley
and Ryder, she catches him in a bold-faced deception that
only strengthens the animosity between them. Now, their
business agreement may come to an end…and if it does,
Alley will lose ownership of Full House forever!

• Korea's best-selling shoujo Manhwa

FULL HOUSE 3: DISCORD

$999
Romance
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66504G

ISBN: 1-57800-707-0
EAN:  978157800707350999

Available Spring 2006

The usually volatile relationship between Ryder Bay
and Alley reaches a shocking turning point when she
finally confesses to Ryder the true origin of the house
they share. Can she stop Ryder from renovating the
house that her father built, or will he do it just to spite
her?

FULL HOUSE 4: REVELATION



$999
Action/Comedy 
Age 13+
224 PAGES
CMX 61501MM

ISBN: 1-58664-929-9
EAN:  978158664929650999

Non-stop action adventure with a sexy, wacky twist! This is the story of
the Kagura Security Company:  six lunatics who occasionally act as
detectives when they aren’t blowing stuff up! Their arch-enemies, The
Phantom Cats, are building power to take over the world. Is Kagura
strong enough—or SMART enough—to stop them? Probably not!

• Two-fisted manga by Akihiro Ito 

• “Epitone of mindless fun”
– MangaManiacs.org

GEOBREEDERS 1

Geobreeders DVDs available
at CentralParkMedia.com

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
216 PAGES
CMX 61502MM

ISBN: 1-58664-946-9
EAN: 978158664946350999

In a white-knuckle boat chase through the waterways of
Tokyo, bullets and bikinis fly as the supernatural detectives of
Kagura Security find themselves caught in the crossfire
between the Phantom Cats and the Japanese Navy! When the
dust clears, only one group will emerge victorious…and it
probably won’t be Kagura!

• “A roller coaster ride that drips with style!”
– Manga Max

GEOBREEDERS 2

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
216 PAGES
CMX 61503MM

ISBN: 1-58664-949-3
EAN: 978158664949450999

Kagura Security is on vacation for three days, but can they
avoid blowing things up? Don’t bet on it! Their arch-ene-
mies, The Phantom Cats, don’t take coffee breaks! Join the
women of Kagura Security as they fail to have a good time
on their summer vacation.

• “Witty and amusing”
- PhantasmagoriaOnline.com

• “Solid and dynamic”
– AnimeOnDVD.com

GEOBREEDERS 3

GEOBREEDERS BOOK 1

200 PAGES
CMX 0615

ISBN: 1-56219-923-4
EAN:  978156219923451595

GEOBREEDERS BOOK 3

208 PAGES
CMX 61503G

ISBN: 1-56219-851-9
EAN:  978156219851051595

All volumes are also available in trade size (6.625" x 10.25") at $15.95 while supplies last!

GEOBREEDERS BOOK 2

216 PAGES
CMX 06152

ISBN: 1-56219-933-1
EAN:  978156219933351595

GEOBREEDERS BOOK 4

224 PAGES
CMX 61504G

ISBN: 1-56219-864-0
EAN:  978156219864051595

GEOBREEDERS BOOK 5

248 PAGES
CMX 61505G

ISBN: 1-56219-877-2
EAN:  978156219877051595

Sold out!



$999
Detective/Crime
Age 16+
360 PAGES
CMX 65503G

ISBN: 1-58664-948-5
EAN: 978158664948750999

A novel length epic! Detective Jiran Ha is hot on the trail of
two serial murderers imbued with hypnotic powers that are
almost superhuman. In order to stop them, she must find a
way to mimic their abilities, but when the killers’ motives
come into question, Jiran must choose between doing her
duty and helping them on their quest of ridding the world of
criminals.
Suggested for mature readers.

• “Intense action scenes”

- AnimeOnDVD.com

• An epic 360-page adventure!

HARD BOILED ANGEL: BLUE ANGEL 3

$999
Romance
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 64801G

ISBN: 1-58664-911-6
EAN: 978158664911150999

5" (w) x 7.375" (h)

A coming-of-age spectacular from the master of shoujo manga! Teenaged
Erica finds herself dealing with the pressures of independence. Luckily, some
old friends - and some exciting new ones - are there to help her make her
way in this exciting new world. Will it be enough for her to grow and be a 
successful woman, or will she remain…just a girl?

• Story and art by Tomoko Taniguchi (Call Me Princess)

• “Very energetic and undeniably cute”
– AnimeFringe.com

JUST A GIRL 1

$999
Detective/Crime
Age 16+
264 PAGES
CMX 65501G

ISBN: 1-58664-916-7
EAN:  978158664916650999

A two-fisted crime anthology series you can start from any volume! Detective Jiran
Ha is a hard-hitting female cop in a city filled with crime and corruption who faces
crazed stalkers and murderous criminals on a daily basis. In this volume, Jiran
deals with a perverted stalker, a serial killer with links to an Aztec death god, and
drug runners who moonlight by making snuff films! 
Suggested for mature readers.

• By Hyun Se Lee, Korea’s most  prolific Manhwa creator

• “Gritty and compelling”
– Animerica

HARD BOILED ANGEL: BLUE ANGEL 1

$999
Detective/Crime
Age 16+
328 PAGES
CMX 65502G

ISBN: 1-58664-939-6
EAN: 978158664939550999

Detective Jiran Ha has her hands full when a violent escaped
felon…a man she arrested years ago…runs amok through the
countryside, leaving a trail of corpses in his wake.  But what other
ties from their past connect these two? Then she must solve a
murder mystery where the only suspect is a comatose man! 
Suggested for mature readers.

• “A powerhouse”

– PopCultureShock.com

• In the tradition of Sin City and 100 Bullets

HARD BOILED ANGEL: BLUE ANGEL 2

Erica must make the decision of her life…wait around for a love that may
never come, or learn how to become her own woman and follow her own
dreams.

• “Tomoko Taniguchi can always be relied upon”
– AnimeFringe.com

• “Just A Girl is about as sweet as they come”
– SequentialTart.com

• “As far as shoujo goes, it's the best”
– ComicReaders.com

$999
Romance
Age 13+
168 PAGES
CMX 64802G

ISBN: 1-58664-912-4
EAN:  978158664912850999

5" (w) x 7.375" (h)

JUST A GIRL 2



$999
Drama
Age 16+
200 PAGES
CMX 68801G

ISBN: 1-57800-706-2
EAN:  978157800706650999

Available Spring 2006

A collection of short stories which explore teenagers’ first loves. But these aren’t
sugary sweet tales of romance, puppy dogs and holding hands. This unique 
volume presents realistic depictions of giddy infatuation and devastating 
heartbreak with ultra-realistic, somber art.

Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and Art by George Asakura

KNOCK YOUR HEART OUT! 1

$1595
Action/Adventure
Age 16+
192 PAGES
CMX 60101G

ISBN: 1-58664-858-6
EAN:  978158664858951595

6.625" (w) x 10.187" (h)

A full-color science fiction adventure! Born in the government laboratories
of Earth, Geist hungers for battle and power, and no authority can stop
him. This full-color volume includes rare production sketches from the
M.D. Geist anime! 
Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by Koichi Ohata and Tim Eldred

• “Sensational artwork”
- World of Fandom

• M.D. Geist Collector’s Series Edition DVD available at 
CentralParkMedia.com

KOICHI OHATA’S COMPLETE M.D. GEIST

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66701M

ISBN: 1-57800-708-9
EAN: 978157800708050999

All-out martial arts action with a comedic twist! Cloud Island is a
peaceful place. Its protector, Kakoong, is called into action when
the diabolical, dastardly (and very flatulent) Lord Kojak attacks
with the hope of freeing his imprisoned evil leader. Now,
Kakoong and his friends must defend their home from tyranny,
but that doesn’t mean they can neglect their homework! All out
martial arts action! Explosive duels! This one’s got it all!

• Story by Jae Kyung Uhm, art by Choong Ho Lee

KUNG FU JUNGLE BOY 1

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66702G

ISBN: 1-57800-709-7
EAN: 978157800709750999

Available Fall 2006

Kakoong’s hilarious action-packed adventures continue
as he falls into a hidden underground dungeon, finds a
mysterious sleeping girl, and battles a monster made out
of sugar! All this, plus the resurrected Evil King Ma sets
his hideous schemes into motion!

• An outrageous comedy that spoofs popular 
cartoons like Dragonball Z

KUNG FU JUNGLE BOY 2

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 16+
192 PAGES
CMX 100201G

ISBN: 1-57800-729-1
EAN: 978157800729550999

Available Summer 2006

Sexy fantasy jam-packed with beautiful maidens! Kururi is a beautiful girl who lives in
a mystical undersea kingdom who comes to the surface world in search of thrills and
adventure. It’s one sexy, hilarious adventure after another in this fast-paced epic!

• Story by Jukki Hanada, art by Hiyohiyo

KURURI OF THE SEA



$1595
Romantic Comedy
Age 3+
192 PAGES
CMX 62701G

ISBN: 1-58664-881-0
EAN: 978158664881751595

5.625" (w) x 8.125" (h)

A nail-biting saga of angst-ridden love from the master of shoujo manga!
High school throws everyone together. These cliques can get very exclu-
sive, and people will seldom cross the lines, but when they do…everyone
is watching! Will Leo the metalhead and shy girl Ayami ever realize that
they were made for each other? 

• Story and art by Tomoko Taniguchi, the creator of
Call Me Princess and Princess Prince

• “Taniguchi does a great job capturing the style and pop 
culture of the 80’s”

– ComicReaders.com 

LET’S STAY TOGETHER FOREVER

$999
Fantasy
Age 16+
192 PAGES
CMX 68101G

ISBN: 1-58664-979-5
EAN: 978158664979150999

An otherworldly tale of devils, wizards, and unrequited love! Asarella, the
clumsy apprentice of the great white mage Eliwho, stumbles into the dark and
somber Devil's Castle on an ill-conceived mercy mission. Things sour quickly,
and soon Asarella is bound in a blood pact with her master’s nemesis, The
Devil, who takes an instant liking to her.  Little does she know that her master
also harbors a secret love for her, which will only complicate her training to 
prepare her for the apocalyptic battle to come, and which sets up the most
unusual love triangle of any place or time.

MASCA 1

Sexy fantasy jam-packed with beautiful maidens! Join the lovely Lemnear on her quest as she journeys far from
her homeland in search of adventure and companionship. The evil god Varohl is intent on capturing her and 
stealing her latent powers, but finds she is not as helpless as he thought.
Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by fan-favorite Satoshi Urushihara

• “Urushihara is a great artist…only he can draw 
the female form in such an enticing way”

– Protoculture Addicts

$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
160 PAGES
CMX 06101

ISBN: 1-56219-912-9
EAN:  978156219912851595

All volumes: 6.625"  (w) x 10.187" (h) 

LEGEND OF LEMNEAR 1

Legend of Lemnear 
DVD available at
CentralParkMedia.com

$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
160 PAGES
CMX 06102

ISBN: 1-56219-925-0
EAN:  978156219925851595

With the help of her newfound allies, Lemnear battles the enemies
and traps that await her in the realm of the evil Varohl.
Suggested for mature readers.

• These manga were the basis for the hit Legend of 
Lemnear anime, and continue the story with all-new 
adventures

• “Succeeds quite well”
– Manga Max

LEGEND OF LEMNEAR 2

$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 06103

ISBN: 1-56219-940-4
EAN:  978156219940151595

This fantasy adventure classic stars the lovely
Lemnear, a restless adventurer who becomes the
target of an evil god that is intent on stealing her
powers. In this climactic volume, the evil god Varohl
resurrects someone from Lemnear’s past, and forces
them to meet each other in a deadly conflict that will
change Lemnear’s life forever.
Suggested for mature readers.

LEGEND OF LEMNEAR 3



The scintillating secret origin of the great white mage! In
a mystical land, novice sorcerer Eliwho is forced to
remember the first time he first met The Devil of Sibilla.
Now, 500 years later, minor details of that encounter will
have a lasting impact on not only Eliwho’s life, but also
his entire kingdom! 

• A cerebral fantasy in the tradition of Neil 
Gaiman's Sandman

$999
Fantasy
Age 16+
192 PAGES
CMX 68102G

ISBN: 1-57800-710-0
EAN: 978157800710350999

MASCA 2

$1595
Adventure/Comedy
Age 16+
216 PAGES
CMX 06201

ISBN: 1-56219-934-X
EAN:  978156219934051595

All volumes
6.625" (w) x 10.187" (h)

Science fiction, beautiful babes, and an interstellar conspiracy!
Yuichiro, a handsome teen, finds himself swept away by a new
student, the mysterious blonde Shion, even as he tries to remain
true his beautiful brunette girlfriend, Maki. While on a student
cruise, our protagonists are shipwrecked by a godlike supernatural
being, and Shion is revealed to be a charmed one herself! 
Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by Takeshi Takebayashi

• “An interesting manga that’s worth checking out”
– SequentialTart.com

MAXION 1: I WANT THEM BOTH

$1595
Adventure/Comedy
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 06202

ISBN: 1-56219-946-3
EAN:  978156219946351595

Maki is revealed to have supernatural powers when she’s 
kidnapped by the supernatural demon, Volf. Now, Shion and
Maki must combine their powers to defeat this growing evil.
Suggested for mature readers.

• “Lush art…charming and endearing manga”
- Comics Buyer’s Guide

MAXION 2: AM I NOT HUMAN?

$1595
Adventure/Comedy
Age 16+
224 PAGES
CMX 62003G

ISBN: 1-58664-852-7
EAN:  978158664852751595

Maki, Shion, and Yuichiro have enough problems just trying to
decide amongst themselves where their feelings lie. But things get
more complicated with the arrival of two otherworldly love 
interests. 
Suggested for mature readers.

• “Wonderfully lush art, an unpredictable storyline, and 
characters who surprise you with sudden depth”

- Comics Buyer’s Guide

MAXION 3: WAVES OF MISFORTUNE

$1595
Adventure/Comedy
Age 16+
192 PAGES
CMX 62004G

ISBN: 1-58664-857-8
EAN: 978158664857251595

Yuichiro is out of control. His sexual urges have taken over his psyche,
and the beautiful coed Shion is the object of his desires. What will hap-
pen if his true love, Maki, finds out? And whatever happened to the
sexy health professor? Beautiful women, hapless students, and a dose
of voyeurism with sci-fi suspense! 
Suggested for mature readers.

• “Buffy meets Playboy combined with a 
detective story”

– Amazon.com

MAXION 4: MANIC OBSESSIONS



$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
160 PAGES
CMX 06074

ISBN: 1-56219-916-1
EAN:  978156219916651595

The Pussycats are embroiled in a sinister conspiracy
in Edo era Japan. And when Sonya becomes involved
in a mysterious murder, the kimono clad beauties
waste no time getting themselves in hot water 
(and not just the bathtub, either)!
Suggested for mature readers.

MIDNIGHT PANTHER 4: FEUDAL FANTASY

Mystery, mysticism, and erotic adventure! The Pussycats are Lou, Kei
and Sonya; a trio of singers by day, and deadly undercover assassins
by night! These ladies take on dangerous missions against impossible
odds...and have fun doing it! 
Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by Yu Asagiri

• “Combines the gracefulness of shoujo characters and the 
story and atmosphere of shonen manga”

– Protoculture Addicts

$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
160 PAGES
CMX 06071

ISBN: 1-56219-908-0
EAN:  978156219908151595

All volumes
6.625" (w) x  10.187" (h)

MIDNIGHT PANTHER 1: I’LL LOVE YOU TO DEATH

$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
160 PAGES
CMX 06072

ISBN: 1-56219-914-5
EAN:  978156219914251595

The Pussycats target a cult leader determined to
rule the world through maniacal subversion. Can
they escape his hypnotic powers, or will they fall
victim to his fetishistic desires? 
Suggested for mature readers.

• “The art is great”
– AnimeDream.com

MIDNIGHT PANTHER 2: FELINE FANATICS

$999
Romance
Age 3+
184 PAGES
CMX 64701G

ISBN: 1-58664-905-1
EAN:  978158664905050999

Long Hair and Love Triangles! A fashionable high school
girl has a crush on the lead singer of a heavy metal band,
but he doesn’t share her feelings. After attending a con-
cert, she meets the lead singer's handsome friend who
then falls in love with her. Too bad she doesn't feel the
spark for him. Whoever said that romance was easy?

• Story and Art by Tomoko Taniguchi, creator of
Princess Prince and Aquarium

• “Tomoko Taniguchi’s manga captures the 
mind and the heart”

– SequentialTart.com

MISS ME?

$1595
Fantasy
Age 16+
160 PAGES
CMX 06073

ISBN: 1-56219-915-3
EAN:  978156219915951595

The Pussycats enroll in women’s college to track down a
Dream Demon that haunts the campus, but the other coeds
resent them. What is their sinister secret, and will the
Pussycats live long enough to discover it? Catfights galore!
Suggested for mature readers.

• “Exudes quiet sensuality”
– Amazon.com

MIDNIGHT PANTHER 3: THE SCHOOL DAZE YEARBOOK



$999
Fantasy
Age 16+
328 PAGES
CMX 65701G

ISBN: 1-58664-910-8
EAN:  978158664910450999

An epic fantasy in the tradition of Conan the Barbarian and The Jungle Book.
Witness the dawn of creation, as man takes his first bloody footsteps towards
civilization! The saga begins when the petty tyrant Sojeon visits the Goddess
Sowang to beg for power, and she prophesizes his death at the hands of his
son. As a result, Sojeon murders his many children, but one son miraculously
survives. The boy is taken under the wing of a bizarre human/wolf hybrid
named Bango, who has his own blueprint for how to raise the unfortunate
child.  Suggested for mature readers.

• An epic re-imagining of the Creation Myth by Hyun Se Lee

MYTHOLOGY OF THE HEAVENS 1: GOD OF WAR

$999
Fantasy
Age 16+
256 PAGES
CMX 65702G

ISBN: 1-58664-947-7
EAN:  978158664947050999

Python is a child conceived from the union of Goddess and
Human. He is strong, fierce, and can communicate with 
animals. His mentor, the human/wolf hybrid named Bango,
hopes that Python will continue to hone his skills as a killer,
hunter, and leader. The boy has a role to play in upcoming
events, ones that will reshape both the Heavens and the Earth.
Suggested for mature readers.

•  “Epic tale of greatness”
– Newtype USA

MYTHOLOGY OF THE HEAVENS 2: PHOENIX RISING

A science fiction masterpiece by the master of manga!
An alien armada from Jupiter has amassed enough
power to destroy all of Earth's defenses. Earth's final
hope lies in the Space Battleship Nadesico, a ship creat-
ed using recently discovered extraterrestrial
technology. Can the Nadesico's rag-tag crew overcome
their idiosyncrasies and defeat the alien fleet, or will
Earth's last hope be lost?

$999
Science Fiction
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 62401MM

ISBN: 1-56219-901-3
EAN:  978156219901250999

NADESICO 1

• “Loads of action and strident pacing”
– Newtype USA

$999
Science Fiction
Age 13+
168 PAGES
CMX 62402MM

ISBN: 1-58664-907-8
EAN:  978158664907450999

$999

Science Fiction
Age 13+
168 PAGES
CMX 62403MM

ISBN: 1-58664-940-X
EAN:  978158664940150999

While investigating a space anomaly, the Space Battleship
Nadesico encounters a long-lost interstellar cruiser that van-
ished many years ago. What bizarre connection binds these
two ships? But first, it's the forces of Earth versus the alien
armada of Jupiter…with the Nadesico in the middle!

• This manga series was the basis for the hit 
anime as seen on Cartoon Network

Captain Yurika has been captured by the Jupiterians, and the crew
of the Space Battleship Nadesico must escape from captivity to
rescue her! This time, the mission is personal!

• Outer space fantasy by the manga master, Kia Asamiya 
(Uncanny X-Men and Batman: Child of Dreams)

NADESICO 3

NADESICO 2



$999
Science Fiction
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 62404MM

ISBN: 1-58664-941-8
EAN:  978158664941850999

The awe-inspiring conclusion! The hapless crew of the Nadesico
is caught between the powerful Earth Federation forces and the
mysterious Jupiterians. They have journeyed to the planet
Jupiter in hopes of rescuing Captain Yurika…but she may not
want to be rescued. The explosive conclusion!

NADESICO 4

NADESICO BOOK 1

208 PAGES
CMX 06241

ISBN: 1-56219-929-3
EAN:  978156219929651595

NADESICO BOOK 3

176 PAGES
CMX 06243

ISBN: 1-56219-947-1
EAN:  978156219947051595

All volumes are also available in trade size (6.625" x 10.25") at $15.95 while supplies last!

NADESICO BOOK 2

208 PAGES
CMX 06242

ISBN: 1-56219-941-2
EAN:  978156219941851595

NADESICO BOOK 4

208 PAGES
CMX 62404G

ISBN: 1-56219-859-4
EAN:  978156219859651595

Sold out!

Sold out!

An awesome spectacle of storytelling by the master of manhwa! The clouds of
war grow thicker as the second Middle Eastern war drives the world economy
towards total chaos! Japan invades Indonesia in search of a new source of oil.
Forces are deployed, and secret alliances are made. The violence trickles down
from global warfare to personal conflicts, as a Korean family struggles to keep
ahead of the impending nightmare of war. Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by Hyun Se Lee

• “A must read”
– Newtype USA

$999
Action/Military
16+
312 PAGES
CMX 65601G

ISBN: 1-58664-917-5
EAN: 978158664917350999

NAMBUL WAR STORIES 1: INVASION

$999
Action/Military
Age 16+
280 PAGES
CMX 65602G

ISBN: 158664-944-2
EAN:  978158664944950999

Political tensions reach the boiling point as the first shots of the world conflict are fired. There’s
panic in the  streets as Korean citizens are herded into camps and slaughtered. Alliances
between neighboring countries are forged as the world readies itself for a massive clash. In the
midst of the chaos, Hae-Sung becomes a fugitive from both sides of the the law. The only help
he can get is from a friend on the police force…but will she do her job and turn him in?
Suggested for mature readers.

• “An important manhwa”
– ComicReaders.com

NAMBUL WAR STORIES 2: CONQUEST



A hilariously mean-spirited romantic comedy! When love comes to town, the 
lives of four teens are turned upside down when rotating attractions, comedic
misunderstandings, and general chaos force them to reconsider everything
they've ever known about relationships, trust, and the frailties of the human 
heart. Fortunately, none of them knew very much in the first place.

• A wild romantic comedy by the Sook Ji Hwang, creator of
Angel Shop

$999
Romantic Comedy
Age 13+
280 PAGES
CMX 69101G

ISBN: 1-57800-712-7
EAN: 978157800712750999

Available Spring 2006

OATH TO LOVE AND PASSION 1

$999
Action/Military
16+
256 PAGES 
CMX 65603G

ISBN: 1-58664-975-2
EAN: 978158664975350999

The ramifications of Korea’s war against Japan are felt closer to home as Korean
citizens living in Japan are branded as "outsiders." The segregation takes a turn for
the worse as Koreans are herded onto trains and sent to war camps. All the while,
Korean and Japanese armed forces wage all-out war against each other on land,
sea and air. How long before the rest of the world enters the political bloodbath?
Suggested for mature readers.

• “It's violent, it's intense, it's a must-read!”
- SequentialTart.com

NAMBUL WAR STORIES 3: CONFLICT

$999
Action/Military
16+
264 PAGES 
CMX 65604G

ISBN: 1-57800-711-9
EAN: 978157800711050999

Available Spring 2006

The bloody war between Japan and Korea continues. Families are torn apart 
and cities are burned to the ground. Meanwhile, Hae-Sung is blacklisted in the
war-camp and is tortured for information he doesn’t have. But this horror is 
nothing compared to that of the women of his family, who are forced to sell their
bodies to the sadistic guards at the prison camp. Suggested for mature readers.

• “Military drama that can easily give Hollywood 
blockbusters a run for their money”

- SequentialTart.com

NAMBUL WAR STORIES 4: DESPERATION

Teenagers versus demons in a violent struggle for supremacy! When high school
student Yosuke Suruga accidentally breaks a small shrine with supposed magical
powers, he finds himself immersed in an epic battle with the forces of darkness.

• Story and art by Junya Inoue

$999
Supernatural
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 100301G

ISBN: 1-57800-727-5
EAN:  978157800727150999

Available Summer 2006

OTOGI MATSURI 1: DARK OFFERINGS

The stakes are raised in the war against the demons.  Does
Yosuke have what it takes against the unstoppable demons from
another dimension, or is the Earth doomed?

$999
Supernatural
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 100302G

ISBN: 1-57800-730-5
EAN:  978157800730150999

Available Fall 2006

OTOGI MATSURI 2



An outstanding romantic fantasy full of drama, intrigue and comedy! Prince
Biyon is soon to be trapped in a marriage arranged by his father, the King.
However, he is in love with a beautiful girl named Bie, the daughter of his life-
long servant. What is a young Prince to do?

• Story and art by Seung Won Han

$999
Romantic Fantasy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 69301G

ISBN: 1-57800-715-1
EAN: 978157800715850999

Available Spring 2006

PRINCESS 1

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 69201G

ISBN: 1-57800-714-3
EAN:  978157800714150999

Available Spring 2006

A fast-paced journey into a fantasy realm unlike anything you’ve
ever seen! Auna is a rich girl who is forced into servitude of a
petulant princess after her family is bankrupted. When the
princess presents her with a tiny fox cub, Auna embarks upon the
adventure of a lifetime when she learns that fox is really an 
adventurous boy trapped by a magical spell!

• Story and art by Yeon Joo Kim

$999
Romantic Comedy
Age 3+
192 PAGES
CMX 64901G

ISBN: 1-58664-901-9
EAN:  978158664901250999

An off-beat shoujo manga! When a pair of hard rocking brothers prepare to make
their onstage debut, disaster strikes, and one of them collapses. They recuperate
at their grandfather's farm in the country, only to learn that the farm might be sold,
and turned into a golf course! What are they going to do, and what's to become of
the love they left behind in the city? Also includes a hilarious bonus story!

• Story and Art by Tomoko Taniguchi (Call  Me Princess)

• “Beautiful and powerful”
- SequentialTart.com

POPCORN ROMANCE

PLATINA 1

$1595
Science Fiction
Age 16+
168 PAGES
CMX 0609

ISBN: 1-56219-910-2
EAN:  978156219910451595

6.625" (w) x  10.187" (h)

A sci-fi classic jam-packed with busty beauties! The curvaceous cutie
Captain Tita pilots the futuristic submersible vehicle Cha Cha Maru, hunting
creatures for the exotic pet market. With only four years’ experience under
her belt, can Tita capture an elusive cloud whale and fulfill a vow to her
dead father, or is she literally out of her depth on this one?
Suggested for mature readers.

• Story and art by fan-favorite Satoshi Urushihara

• “A must-buy”
- Protoculture Addicts

PLASTIC LITTLE: CAPTAIN’S LOG

A modern masterpiece of romantic storytelling! Arou and Keita are two clueless
lawyers whose law office serves all manner of zany characters with way-out 
problems. Things get even crazier when they meet Key, a young woman with
amnesia. Can the good-hearted heroes help Key retrieve her lost memories…
and does she want them to?

• Fast paced stories comprise this stand-alone title!

• Story and art by Keiko Honda (Author of Wedding Eve)

• Gorgeous artwork in the style of fan-favorite artist 
Tomoko Taniguchi

$999
Romance/Drama
Age 13+
208 PAGES
CMX 68501G

ISBN: 1-58664-976-0
EAN:  978158664976050999

OVER THE RAINBOW



$1295
Comedy
Age 13+
112 PAGES
CMX 0234

ISBN: 1-56219-900-5
EAN:  978156219900551295

All volumes
6.625" (w) x  10.187" (h)

An action-comedy classic! These are the full-color comedy adventures of A-ko, a girl
who enjoys the life of an ordinary schoolgirl, only with incredible superhuman strength!
But her high school rival, B-ko, is not content to live in the shadows any longer. What
follows is an all-out catfight with spaceships, alien invaders, and mega-powered robots!

• Story and art by Ben Dunn, artist/writer of Marvel’s hit Mangaverse

PROJECT A-ko 1

Project A-ko DVDs 
available at
CentralParkMedia.com

$999
Romantic Fantasy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 69302G

ISBN: 1-57800-716-X
EAN:  978157800716550999

Available Summer 2005

The King and his ministers, fearing an assassination plot
against the Prince's newly appointed bride, decide to use
Bie as a decoy, hoping that she will lure the conspirators
out into the open. But Bie's mother, appalled by the
King's plan, sends Bie safely away from the kingdom. 

PRINCESS 2

A classic romance with intrigue, drama and suspense! Acting on a
prophecy delivered to him by an angel, the King of the Gemstone
Kingdom decides to raise one of his twin sons as a girl. Will Princess
Lori ever get to be Prince Laurence? Will he ever find true love?  

• Story and Art by Tomoko Taniguchi

• “Tomoko Taniguchi’s stories of fantasy, comedy and 
romance blend together into a delightful whole”

- AnimeOnDVD.com

$1595
Romantic Comedy
Age 3+
336 PAGES
CMX 62601G

ISBN: 1-58664-860-8
EAN:  978158664860251595

5.625" (w) x 8.125" (h)

PRINCESS PRINCE

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 100101G

ISBN: 1-57800-733-X
EAN:  978157800733250999

Available Summer 2005

Medieval adventure with a modern twist! Bright-eyed Prince Star left the comfortable life of
his father's castle behind in order to search the lands for thrills and adventure. Of course,
he should've been more careful for what he wished for, because the young Prince soon
finds himself surrounded by a slew of unsavory characters, and perhaps a cute girl or two.

• Story and art by Court Betten

PRINCE STANDARD 1

$1295
Comedy
Age 13+
218 PAGES
CMX 8234

ISBN: 1-56219-902-1
EAN:  978156219902951295

It’s the graphic novel compilation of the weirdest and
wildest comedy-adventures ever to ransack an all-
girls high school!

PROJECT A-ko 2



$999
Fantasy/Comedy
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 65806G

ISBN: 1-58664-930-2
EAN: 978158664930250999

All Lina Inverse wanted to do was take a nice relaxing bath at the
local hot springs. The next thing she knows, she's attacked by a
talking bear, angry demons are after her hide, and she's separated
from her faithful companions Gourry, Amelia and Zelgadis. Worst of
all, it seems that the all-powerful Rezo the Red Priest has returned
to exact his final revenge. But Rezo's dead...isn't he?

SLAYERS SUPER EXPLOSIVE DEMON STORY 6 – Lina the Teenage Sorceress

$1595
Action/Adventure
Age 16+
240 PAGES
CMX 63801G

ISBN: 1-58664-856-X
EAN:  978158664856551595

5.625" (w) x 8.125" (h)

The ultimate samurai story! From the pages of history
comes the legend of the Samurai Jubei and the book
he has pledged to protect. The book has been stolen,
and Jubei must retrieve it before Japan descends into
bloody civil war. 
Suggested for mature readers.

• Story by Kan Furuyama, art by Jiro Taniguchi,
the award-winning artist of Benkei in New York

• “Authentic and historically engaging”
– MangaManiacs.org

SAMURAI LEGEND

$999
Fantasy/Comedy
Age 13+
176 PAGES
CMX 66101G

ISBN: 1-58664-973-6
EAN: 978158664973950999

All Lina and Gourry want is to enjoy a delicious seafood dinner
at a world-famous seaside restaurant, but when Lina offers to
rid the townsfolk of a vicious sea monster, you can bet that her
actions will be far more destructive than the actual monster!

SLAYERS PREMIUM

• Features stunning artwork by X-Men cover artist  
Tommy Ohtsuka, whose art is prominently featured 
on the Hulk DVD

$999
Action/Adventure
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 100401G

ISBN: 1-57800-731-3
EAN: 978157800731850999

Available Summer 2006

In a future world where you can
e-mail your pets...or yourself, it's
up to Agent Hina Mitsuki to keep
tabs on criminal activities in the
virtual world. She's gonna have
her hands full!

SCRIPT DOWNERS 1

$999
Fantasy
Age 13+
216 PAGES
CMX 67701G

ISBN: 1-57800-717-8
EAN: 978157800718950999

Available Winter 2006

Far-out fantasy with a heavy metal twist! World-famous musician Leopard
shocks the world with his sudden death in a freak accident. However, when
powerful god-like beings resurrect him, Leopard is forced to do their bidding.
What will he do with his second chance at living? 

• Story and art by Dong Hwa Kim

A ROCKSTAR’S TALE 1

SCRIPT DOWNERS 2

$999
Action/Adventure
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 100402G

ISBN: 1-57800-732-1
EAN: 978157800732550999

Agent Hina Mitsuki’s 
fast-paced comedy
adventures continue as
we meet new characters,
both heroic and villainous! 



$999
Drama
Age 16+
216 PAGES
CMX 68001G

ISBN: 1-57800-719-4
EAN: 978157800719650999

Yuno is an amateur artist whose life is turned upside down
when he meets Sung-Eun, a troubled young woman. What
dark secret connects them, and how will they react when they
discover what fate has in store for them?

SNOW 1

$999
Supernatural Action
Age 13+
216 PAGES
CMX 68902G

ISBN: 1-57800-720-8
EAN: 978158664991350999

Available Spring 2006

Master samurai Shibito has been resurrected after being dead for
over a hundred years. The family responsible for his resurrection
brought him back for one reason…to become the ultimate ruler of a
war-torn Japan. But still only a zombie-like creature, Shibito is joined
by Kinzou, a doctor forced to join Shibito on his quest and to help him
think and act like a human. Will Shibito ever fully regain his humani-
ty? And if he does, how will he react to being brought back from the
dead only to kill his master’s enemies?

THE SWORD OF SHIBITO 2

$999
Supernatural Action
Age 13+
208 PAGES
CMX 68901G

ISBN: 1-58664-977-9
EAN: 978158664977750999

Supernatural Samurai Action! In a strange castle where demons
reside, the Saezuki Clan performs a forbidden rite when they bind
a living soul into the cold flesh of a sewn-together corpse. He is
Shibito, an undead samurai and next ruler of Japan! Can the
Saezuki Clan control their mindless killer, or will Shibito turn on his
masters?

• By Hideyuki Kikuchi & Missile Kakurai

• Author Hideyuki Kikuchi created the popular anime 
and manga series Demon City Shinjuku, A Wind Named 
Amnesia, Darkside Blues and Vampire Hunter D

THE SWORD OF SHIBITO 1

$999
Drama
Age 16+
344 PAGES
CMX 68701G

ISBN: 1-57800-713-5
EAN: 978157800713450999

Available Spring 2005

This thoughtful, sad, and exhilarating graphic novel pulls no punches in
bringing to light the darkest fears and brightest triumphs of real world
women as they struggle to find their way in the big city.

SWEET CREAM AND RED STRAWBERRIES

• Story and art by Kiriko Nananan

$999
Fantasy/Comedy
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 65807G

ISBN: 1-58664-937-X
EAN: 978158664937150999

The demons hunger for revenge, and they want to take it out of the
hide of Lina Inverse, everyone's favorite big-mouthed sorceress. What
role will Gourry's infamous Sword of Light have to play in this sce-
nario? Can Amelia and Zelgadis keep from arguing long enough to
actually do some good? All this, plus the mystery of the Claire Bible
will be revealed!

SLAYERS SUPER EXPLOSIVE DEMON STORY 7 – The Claire Bible



$999
Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66201G

ISBN: 1-57800-726-7
EAN: 978157800726450999

Presenting an unprecedented collection of outrageous tales, scientifically
designed not to just tickle your funny-bone, but to snap it right in half!
You'll meet Jungha Lee, a boy with blackened teeth and a heart to
match! Then there's the self-proclaimed "Doctor Of Dating", whose
advice should be ignored at all costs! There's Serang, a teenager whose
plan to play matchmaker for her lonely boss takes a bite out of her back-
side!  And we're not even going to mention the manic manhwa artist, the
sadistic dentist, or the crossdresser!

• Story and Art by Sook Kim

TAG - YOU’RE IT! 1

A Sexy Time-Traveling Epic! Ai discovers a magic Time
Machine and dons a leather catsuit to show Cleopatra
how to really rule her subjects. Then Ai duels with a
female Western gunfighter (they eventually kiss 
and make up), and teaches Leonardo da Vinci some
really interesting uses for his flying machine! 
Suggested for mature audiences.

$1595
Action/Comedy
Age 16+
216 PAGES
CMX 06191

ISBN: 1-56219-932-3
EAN:  978156219932651595

All volumes
6.625" (w) x 10.187" (h) • Story by Ai Ijima,

art by Takeshi Takebayashi

TIME TRAVELER AI 1

$1595
Action/Comedy
Age 16+
208 PAGES
CMX 06192

ISBN: 1-56219-939-0
EAN:  978156219939551595

Lovely actress Ai Ijima has joined forces with a
female Captain Nemo to find a mysterious Ship of
Light which may be her only way to escape this
future world. But will the ship destroy all land by
causing a deadly worldwide flood? And can the
swimsuits get any more revealing?  
Suggested for mature audiences.

• “Silly sweetness”
– Manga Max

TIME TRAVELER AI 2: SEXY PIRATES

$999
Supernatural Action
Age 13+
224 PAGES
CMX 68903G

ISBN: 1-57800-721-6
EAN: 978157800720250999

Available Fall 2006

How and why did Shibito die all those years
ago? Why did he wake up from his eternal
sleep? What is the real reason behind
Shibito’s resurrection? The mysteries of
Shibito’s past life—and death—are finally
revealed in the climactic chapter of this 
supernatural epic.

THE SWORD OF SHIBITO 3

$1595
Action/Comedy
Age 16+
176 PAGES
CMX 06193

ISBN: 1-56219-949-8
EAN:  978156219949451595

Ai time-travels back to Medieval Japan and introduces lin-
gerie to the ninja natives. It’s one wild ride, where blood
flows and weapons—not to mention Ai’s clothes—fly! 
Suggested for mature audiences.

TIME TRAVELER AI 3: SEXY NINJA GIRL



$999
Action/Adventure
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 67902G

ISBN: 1-57800-723-2
EAN: 978157800723350999

Available Fall 2006

The traveling females are once again attacked, but
the Warrior steps in and rescues them. He decides to
escort the ladies to their destination. Little does he
realize that the women he is protecting are actually
daughters of the King, a legendary master 
swordsman. Every thief, swordsman and renegade in
the land is after the young women, and it will be up
to the Warrior to protect them on their journey, and
lead them safely to their father’s kingdom. 

WARRIOR’S SONG 2

$999
Action/Adventure
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 65101G

ISBN: 1-58664-921-3
EAN: 978158664921050999

Adventure in the tradition of the Arabian Nights! Jubei must
face death-defying traps and white-knuckle dangers to
retrieve a mystical talisman that grants everlasting youth.
Racing against time, will he be able to unlock the secrets of
immortality before his enemies do?    

TREASURE HUNTER 1: ETERNAL YOUTH

• Story and art by Hitoshi Tomizawa, creator   
of Alien Nine

$999
Action/Adventure
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 65102G

ISBN: 1-58664-922-1
EAN: 978158664922750999

Jubei has been hired to find the Figurehead of Souls, a magical item that grants
immeasurable power to whoever wields it. Joined by his loyal sidekick Carpet and
novice adventurer Pipilotta, Jubei enters the mysterious island where his treasure
lies hidden. But nobody ever said that being a Treasure Hunter was easy, and
Jubei finds himself face to face against a giant art collecting toad!

TREASURE HUNTER 2: FIGUREHEAD OF SOULS

• “If Indiana Jones were turned into a manga character,
he’d probably be a lot like Jubei”

- Animerica

Minutes before the Kizuna Society's annual auction, Treasure Hunter
Jubei is robbed of the Toad Mouth, a unique item that he hopes will
bring him the coveted titled of World's Greatest Merchant!  Jubei will
need all the help he can get, especially from his best friend, the 
magical flying Carpet, because if he can't retrieve Toad Mouth before
the auction starts he'll be stripped of his merchant's license forever!

$999
Action/Adventure
Age 13+
216 PAGES
CMX 65103G

ISBN: 1-58664-923-X
EAN:  978158664923450999

TREASURE HUNTER 3: THE LAST CRUSADE

• “A fun, action-packed series”
- AnimeOnDVD.com

Two-fisted samurai action! Two girls are on a journey traveling through
the country by caravan when, suddenly, they are viciously attacked by
bandits. They are unexpectedly saved by the mysterious sword-wielding
Warrior who silently disappears after the fierce battle. Who is this strange
fighter? Why are they being followed by violent and dangerous outlaws?
The answer to these questions will change the fate of the land forever. 

$999
Action/Adventure
Age 13+
184 PAGES
CMX 67901G

ISBN: 1-57800-722-4
EAN: 978157800722650999

Available Summer 2006

WARRIOR’S SONG 1

• Story and art by San Ha Park



$999
Romance
Age 13+
216 PAGES
CMX 68601G

ISBN: 1-57800-724-0
EAN: 978157800724050999

Available Spring 2006

A romantic comedy classic! Yui is a wedding dress design-
er. Her boyfriend, Taiyo, used to be engaged to her best
friend, who was tragically killed in a car accident. Yui was
getting along well until four of her best customers got
divorced in quick succession. Will this jeopardize her repu-
tation and career as a wedding dress designer? Will she
find a way to bring happiness to people planning on getting
married? This shoujo title is filled with wedding magic.

$999
Sci-Fi/Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66001G

ISBN: 1-58664-961-2
EAN: 978158664961650999

A romantic sci-fi fable! Narue is an adorable schoolgirl
with a secret. She's really an alien with powers right out
of a sci-fi comic! But growing up is never easy, and 
sometimes it doesn't help when you're from outer space.
Join our spunky heroine as she faces androids, alien
invasions, and (scariest of all) her very first date!

• By Tomohiro Marukawa

• “One of the Top 20 Most Popular Anime”
– Newtype USA Magazine

$999
Sci-Fi/Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66002G

ISBN: 1-58664-962-0
EAN: 978158664962350999

Summer time is filled with sunshine, sodas, and young
love. But when you're dating a girl who's half-alien, it can
also be a time of super-swim lotions, body-sharing felines,
love-struck sentient spaceships and cosplay girls gone
wild. Join the further adventures of Earth boy Kazuto and
his space alien girlfriend Narue as they charm friend and
foe alike in this series of laugh-packed adventures.

THE WORLD OF NARUE 2

THE WORLD OF NARUE 1

WEDDING EVE

• Story and art by Keiko Honda, creator 
of Over the Rainbow

• “Will appeal to more than just manga addicts  
looking for the newest shoujo title”

- AnimeFringe Online

The World of Narue DVD Collection
available at CentralParkMedia.com

$1595
Erotic Comedy
Age 16+
256 PAGES
CMX 06301

ISBN: 1-56219-948-X
EAN:  978156219948751595

6.625" (w) x 10.187" (h)

A hard-edged comedy! It’s awfully hot under those TV lights,
and when ratings are what you live and die by, you need a
gimmick. If you’re a gorgeous weather woman, maybe you’ll
find that your ratings rise when your skirt does, too! 
Suggested for mature readers.

WEATHER WOMAN

• Story and art by Tetsu Adachi

• This manga was the basis for the hit 
Weather Woman movie

Kazuto thinks this will be the best Christmas ever because he's found the
perfect gift for Narue, his space-alien girlfriend.  Unfortunately, when he 
visits the home of his good friend, Shiki, the expensive bauble is stolen 
by Sir Mouse, a hyper-intelligent and seemingly immortal rodent that, well,
steals things.

$999
Sci-Fi/Comedy
Age 13+
192 PAGES
CMX 66003G

ISBN: 1-58664-963-9
EAN:  978158664963050999

• “A very enjoyable read”
– Animerica

THE WORLD OF NARUE 3



Master swordsman Yongbi has an ancient amulet that is
rumored to have mysterious powers.  The only problem is
that every thief, warrior, and assassin in the land of Murim
also want it, and will do anything to get it.  Meanwhile,
Yongbi's arch-rival, Goo-Hwi, encounters a villain even 
nastier than he is, the dastardly Zanwul Dae-Ma, whose
spirit channeling abilities make him a deadly threat to 
anyone who crosses his path. He wants Yongbi's amulet,
too.  Fortunately, our hero is too dim to fully realize just 
how much trouble he's really in...

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 66603G

ISBN: 1-58664-969-8
EAN:  978158664969250999

YONGBI THE INVINCIBLE 3

$999
Sci-Fi/Comedy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 66004G

ISBN: 1-58664-964-7
EAN:  978158664964750999

$999
Sci-Fi/Comedy
Age 13+
208 PAGES
CMX 66005G

ISBN: 1-57800-725-9
EAN: 978157800725750999

Available Fall 2006

Things get weird when Narue and Kazuto are transported to the far-flung
future and transformed into cute, cheese-eating mice. Weirder still is that
they quickly become the much-beloved pets of a fully-grown Hajime,who
has become a successful manga author. Can our lovebirds get back to
their own time and world and back to their original bodies before they
become dinner for a hungry tabby?

Just when the townsfolk were getting used to Narue’s alien 
heritage, a strange new visitor appears. His name is Basari, and
he is a prince from an alien world who has come to Earth to 
propose marriage to Narue! Good heavens! Will this strange 
visitor finally come between Narue and her boyfriend Kazuto?
Will Kazuto be willing (or able!) to fight Basari for Narue’s 
affection? Find out in the grand finale of the most action-packed
teenaged-super-powered alien romantic comedy epic of the year!  

• “A candidate for the funniest guy meets girl”
- AintItCool.com

THE WORLD OF NARUE 5

THE WORLD OF NARUE 4

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 66601G

ISBN: 1-58664-967-1
EAN: 978158664967850999

The peaceful village of Gang-Ho is disturbed when Yongbi, a seemingly
foolish bounty hunter, comes to town looking to claim the bounty for the
leader of Gang-Ho’s deadliest clan of assassins. Will Yongbi collect the
bounty unscathed, or will he fall victim to a vengeful pack of assassins 
hell-bent on retribution for their captured leader?

• By Ki Woon Ryu & Jung Who Moon

YONGBI THE INVINCIBLE 1

• “The perfect choice for an action or martial arts fan”
– Underland Online

$999
Action/Comedy
Age 13+
200 PAGES
CMX 66602G

ISBN: 1-58664-968-X
EAN: 978158664968550999

Who is the mysterious wandering bounty hunter called
Yongbi?  Why does even Goo-Hwi, the legendary 
undefeated warrior, cower at the sight of him?  Why is 
the entire attention of the China's Murim focused on the
young master Yul, the owner of mystical amulet? And
what did Yongbi's faithful horse Bi-Yong eat to cause 
such a profound case of intestinal distress?

• “Good-hearted, richly imagined fun”
– Publishers Weekly

YONGBI THE INVINCIBLE 2




